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The Streamlining European Biodiversity Indicators (SEBI) process was started in 2005 to provide a streamlined set of biodiversity indicators for Europe. This followed the decision, via the Kiev Resolution on Biodiversity in 2003, to ‘reinforce [Europe’s] objective to halt the loss of biological diversity at all levels by the year 2010’.

The SEBI process represents an exemplary case of cooperation at a pan-European level between various key players. Since the process began seven years ago, SEBI brought together many partners and developed a very specific type of governance to allow for agreement on and joint development of an agreed set of biodiversity indicators. These were then used at the highest policy level in Europe in addition to acting as a strong communication tool able to explain the relevance of biodiversity.

This report marks the end of the current SEBI cycle noting SEBI milestones and drawing lessons for further improving the process and the indicator set.

The report’s publication provides a bridge to the new SEBI cycle underpinned by the following policies: the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020 together with the Aichi 2020 targets at the global level, the EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy and the Pan-European 2020 Biodiversity Strategy. For all these strategies SEBI team members worked to allow for the best possible alignment with their targets. This is an appropriate moment to thank the SEBI Coordination Team and all of the experts for their commitment and hard work.

With the EEA and the European Commission’s Directorate General for Environment as key drivers of the SEBI process, coupled with the European Parliament’s resolution of 20 April 2012 calling for development of reliable indicators of environmental sustainability, the SEBI process can be viewed as a key instrument to monitor progress in achieving the 2020 target.

SEBI has the strength and credibility to undertake a coordinating role to consolidate a coherent set of indicators for measuring progress and reporting on the new global and EU biodiversity targets.

SEBI has:

- demonstrated its capabilities to mobilise existing data and expertise;
- created a stakeholder process to identify policy-relevant biodiversity indicators;
- made strong links to national, EU, pan-European and global processes demonstrating the vigour of Eionet and the EEA’s strong networking capacities;
- streamlined the process of biodiversity indicator development and reporting at several levels, therefore reducing the burden of reporting requirements.

Mapping the current SEBI indicator set against the EU and global 2020 targets demonstrates the robustness of the set while identifying some gaps. Certainly new indicators are required to fill in these gaps alongside streamlining with other indicator processes. The SEBI brand should benefit from this experience with further development of key indicators in order to monitor progress in halting biodiversity loss and restoring ecosystem services by 2020.

A final word goes to the Chair of the SEBI Coordination Team, present during the entire process — Gordon McInnes, Deputy Director of the EEA. With his dedication, perseverance, networking skills and expertise the SEBI process has certainly received excellent guidance.

Professor Jacqueline McGlade, Executive Director
Executive summary

Measuring biodiversity in Europe

Loss of biodiversity in Europe is a fact. Yet measuring the extent of the loss and the threat it poses is a challenge. Many European countries have been developing their own indicators to measure changes in biodiversity in their territory. At the same time, progress had also been measured at the global level. Ensuring consistency between indicators at national, regional and global level was and still is essential.

The Streamlining European Biodiversity Indicators (SEBI) process was started in 2005 to provide a streamlined and workable set of biodiversity indicators for Europe to measure progress towards the target of holding biodiversity loss in Europe by 2010. SEBI aim was to build on current monitoring and available data to avoid duplication of efforts and to complement and not replace other activities to describe, model and understand biodiversity and the pressures upon it.

This report is predominantly separated into three parts. Firstly, it describes the process and organisation of SEBI 2010. Following its initiation in 2005 SEBI began with the establishment of a Coordination Team and the involvement of six thematic expert groups. This involved around 140 experts from across the pan-European region and from international intergovernmental organisations and NGOs. Each group provided a range of technical expertise and geographical coverage.

SEBI institutional partners are the European Environment Agency (and its European Topic Centre on Biological Diversity), the European Centre for Nature Conservation, UNEP’s World Conservation Monitoring Centre, the European Commission, the Joint Secretariat of the Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy (PEBLDS), and the Czech Republic (as lead country for the Kiev Resolution action plan on biodiversity indicators).

This preparatory work led to an agreed list of 26 indicators which were published in an EEA report in November 2007. The 2007 EEA report also provided the basis for indicator-based assessments of Europe’s progress towards its target of halting biodiversity loss by 2010 published in 2009 and 2010.

The report then analyses lessons learnt from the use of the indicator set and SEBI input to other processes. Producing the SEBI indicators involved some considerable reflections on the methodological process to be used. The identification of these issues was largely achieved by the SEBI working group on interlinkages. While some of the lessons learnt are very specific to the 2010 target, others can be useful for the revision of the current set in order to measure progress towards the new biodiversity targets.

Looking forward

Finally, the report looks ahead to 2020 and the EU’s biodiversity strategy. A meeting in 2010 of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity in Japan adopted a Strategic Plan for Biodiversity for the period 2011–2020 once it became clear that the original global target had not been met (CBD, 2010a). The Strategic Plan reconfirmed the relevance of setting clear goals and targets to guide actions aiming at halting biodiversity loss and proposed a new vision and mission, five strategic goals and 20 new targets, entitled the Aichi Targets (CBD, 2010c).

In line with this plan a new EU biodiversity strategy — Our life insurance, our natural capital: an EU biodiversity strategy to 2020 — was adopted by the European Commission in May 2011. This provided a framework for the EU to meet its own biodiversity objectives and its global commitments as a party to the CBD. The Strategy sets out a long-term 2050 vision and the 2020 headline target.

In order to ensure the maximum possible alignment of the SEBI indicator set with the new targets, SEBI coordination team members followed and contributed to the discussions at various relevant fora and actively participated in key scientific and policy events in 2011.
The results of the mapping (presented in Annexes 2 and 3 of the report) show that all the SEBI indicators can be used to measure progress against the six new EU Targets and the 20 Aichi Targets. Gaps have also been identified — which will need to be further considered by thematic experts.

The report highlights the importance of SEBI in guiding those involved in measuring and tracking biodiversity and that it remains a valuable part of a process moving ahead to the 2020 targets and beyond.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Towards 2020 targets: SEBI in the new political context

The loss of biodiversity is an issue of local, regional and global concern. The Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD) was signed together with the Climate Change and the Desertification Conventions at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The objectives of the Convention are the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources.

Two decades after the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) came into force, biodiversity loss continues to be a part of high level political discourse. Governments all over the world have made ambitious commitments to act and have taken steps to increase policy integration and coherence. The importance of biological diversity is now broadly recognised, not just because of its intrinsic value, but also because of its contribution to the provision of ecosystem services that are fundamental to human well-being.

The World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002 stressed the importance of biodiversity and endorsed the target of achieving by 2010 a significant reduction of the current rate of biodiversity loss at the global, regional and national level as a contribution to poverty alleviation and to the benefit of all life on Earth reducing the rate of loss of biodiversity by 2010. It reiterated the central role of biodiversity in sustainable development and global poverty reduction and acknowledged the primary role of the Convention in achieving this target.

Having set an even more ambitious target to halt the loss of biodiversity by 2010 in Europe in 2003, it became essential to examine and report on progress. The Streamlining European Biodiversity Indicators (SEBI) process was set up in response to a request from the EU Environment Council. Its aim was to streamline national, regional and global indicators and, crucially, to develop a simple and workable set of indicators to measure progress and help reach the 2010 target.

As it became clear that the global 2010 target had not been met and biodiversity loss had been continuing the tenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity in Nagoya, Japan, adopted in 2010 the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020. The Strategic Plan reconfirmed the relevance of setting clear goals and targets to guide actions aiming at halting biodiversity loss and proposed a new vision and mission, five strategic goals and 20 new targets (†). These Aichi targets provide a global framework for action across all CBD parties.

In line with the results of the tenth Conference of the Parties (COP) of the CBD, a new EU biodiversity strategy — Our life insurance, our natural capital: an EU biodiversity strategy to 2020 (‡) — was adopted by the European Commission in May 2011. This provided a framework for the EU to meet its own biodiversity objectives and its global commitments as a party to the CBD. The Strategy set out a long-term 2050 vision and the 2020 headline target as follows (EC, 2011):

- **2050 vision**
  By 2050, European Union biodiversity and the ecosystem services it provides — its natural capital — are protected, valued and appropriately restored for biodiversity’s intrinsic value and for their essential contribution to human well-being and economic prosperity, and so that catastrophic changes caused by the loss of biodiversity are avoided.

† [http://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/](http://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/).
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- **2020 headline target**
  Halting the loss of biodiversity and the degradation of ecosystem services in the EU by 2020, and restoring them in so far as feasible, while stepping up the EU contribution to averting global biodiversity loss.

The strategy is built around six mutually supportive targets which address the main drivers of biodiversity loss and aim to reduce the key pressures on nature and ecosystem services in the EU. Each target is further translated into a set of time-bound actions and other accompanying measures. The strategy also highlights the need to enhance contributions from other environmental policies and initiatives including sectoral integration across EU policies such as agriculture, fisheries, forestry, water, climate and energy (Council of the European Union, 2011).

The six key targets are the following:

- **Target 1:** Fully implement the Birds and Habitats Directives.
- **Target 2:** Maintain and restore ecosystems and their services.
- **Target 3:** Increase the contribution of agriculture and forestry to maintaining and enhancing biodiversity.
- **Target 4:** Ensure the sustainable use of fisheries resources.
- **Target 5:** Combat invasive alien species.
- **Target 6:** Help avert global biodiversity loss.

The strategy includes the development of a coherent framework for monitoring, assessing and reporting on progress in implementing actions and in reaching the targets. The Council (1) agreed that such a framework is needed to link existing biodiversity data and knowledge systems with the strategy and to streamline EU and global monitoring, reporting and review obligations under environmental and other relevant legislation as well as to avoid duplication and increase of reporting and administrative burden.

In this new policy context, the SEBI Coordination Team has undertaken steps to assess the usefulness of the current SEBI indicator set to underpin measurement of the 2020 targets and discussed next steps for indicator work building on the initial experiences and outcomes.

This report serves two purposes. First, it summarises and documents the achievements of the SEBI process related to measuring progress towards the 2010 target. Second, it outlines strengths of both the process and the indicator set to underpin measurement of the 2020 targets as well as the challenges of making the proposed indicators a high quality, operational set.

---

(1) Council conclusions of 19 December 2011.
Process and organisation of SEBI 2010

2.1 The origins of SEBI 2010

Through the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1992 the international community committed itself to addressing biodiversity loss. Following on from this the European Union commenced a process, via its Biodiversity Conservation Strategy (ECBS), adopted in 1998, which aimed to provide a comprehensive response to the many requirements of the CBD. Key elements of this process have included:

- The four biodiversity action plans (natural resources, agriculture, fisheries and development), adopted in 2001, laid out in detail what actions should be taken to implement the strategy.

- In the same year, the objective of ‘managing natural resources more responsibly: to protect and restore habitats and natural systems and halt the loss of biodiversity by 2010’ was adopted by the EU in its Strategy for Sustainable Development (2001).

- One year later, the Convention on Biological Diversity’s sixth Conference of the Parties adopted the Strategic Plan for the Convention in Decision VI/26. The Decision says: ‘Parties commit themselves to a more effective and coherent implementation of the three objectives of the Convention, to achieve by 2010 a significant reduction of the current rate of biodiversity loss at the global, regional and national level as a contribution to poverty alleviation and to the benefit of all life on earth.’

- The Kiev Resolution on Biodiversity was adopted at the fifth Ministerial Conference ‘Environment for Europe’ in 2003 and included the commitment to ‘reinforce our objective to halt the loss of biological diversity at all levels by the year 2010’.

- A review of the implementation of the EC Biodiversity Conservation Strategy was initiated in 2004 and led, via the ‘Message from Malahide’, to the EC Communication on halting the loss of biodiversity by 2010 (CEC, 2006).

- A significant number of European countries subsequently included the 2010 target as part of their national biodiversity strategies.

- In June 2004, the EU Environment Council welcomed the European set of biodiversity indicators referred to in the ‘Message from Malahide’ (produced under the Irish Presidency of the EU that year), based on the first set of indicators adopted globally earlier in 2004 at the CBD 7th Conference of the Parties in Kuala Lumpur.

- The Council also urged the European Commission to further develop, test and finalise the EU set of indicators by 2006 having regard to its evolving nature. This list of indicators was also adopted by the PEBLDS (Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy) Council in 2005.

Having set a target to halt the loss of biodiversity by 2010, it became essential to examine and report on progress. To make this process meaningful to a range of audiences, a set of indicators was needed. This would provide a quick, easy-to-understand reference point for measuring progress that would be understandable to both technical and non-technical audiences alike. The indicators would be underpinned by sound scientific knowledge and analysis. The European Environment Agency (EEA), in cooperation with its European Topic Centre on Biological Diversity, DG Environment of the European Commission (DG ENV), the Czech Republic (as lead country for the Kiev Resolution action plan on biodiversity indicators), ECNC (the European Centre for Nature Conservation), UNEP/PEBLDS Secretariat, and UNEP-WCMC (the World Conservation Monitoring Centre) therefore agreed to establish the activity on Streamlining European 2010 Biodiversity Indicators (SEBI2010). SEBI2010 was launched in January 2005 to produce and develop consistency across global, regional, EU and national indicators.
Global biodiversity indicators

In 2004, CBD COP 7 adopted a framework which recommended the use of a range of indicators to track the 2010 Biodiversity target (Decision VII/30), and requested its scientific advisory body to work further on these with an Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group (AHTEG) specifically formed for this purpose.). In 2006, CBD COP 8 then elaborated on this framework and called for the establishment of a consortium of indicator developers to produce a suite of indicators (Decision VIII/15). The Biodiversity Indicators Partnerships (BIP) was formed to respond to the COP decision. The BIP is a global initiative to develop and promote indicators for the consistent monitoring and assessment of biodiversity. It was established with substantial support from the Global Environment Facility (GEF), together with fund from EC and partner co-financing. During 2007–2010 the three main objectives of the BIP are:

- to generate information on biodiversity trends which is useful to decision-makers;
- to ensure improved global biodiversity indicators are implemented and available;
- to establish links between biodiversity initiatives at the regional and national levels to enable capacity building and improve the delivery of the biodiversity indicators.

The Partnership contributed the indicators used in the Third Edition of Global Biodiversity Outlook (CBD 2010a); and produced a comprehensive summary of lessons learned as a CBD Technical report (CBD 2010d) The BIP has strengthened since 2010 to continue to support the tracking of the Aichi Targets to 2020, combined with extensive capacity strengthening activities in regional communities of practice of indicator development, with a specific focus on supporting the updating of Countries’ National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plans (NBSAP’s). For more information see: www.bipindicators.net.

2.2 Purpose, process and organisation of SEBI 2010

The SEBI 2010 process was set up to streamline national, regional and global indicators and, crucially, to develop a simple and workable set of indicators to measure progress and help reach the 2010 target. It should be noted that SEBI was a thorough stakeholder-based process that began with the generation of over 140 possible biodiversity indicators that were reduced via the application of rigorous criteria to 26 by 2007. As such it should be recognized as a comprehensive, peer group reviewed and validated set of indicators.

Following its initiation in 2005, SEBI 2010 began with the establishment of a coordination team and the involvement of six thematic expert groups, involving around 140 experts (see Annex 4). Each group provided a range of technical expertise and geographical coverage in order to help ensure that:

- current practice was fully considered;
- national, international and specific technical requirements and limitations were fully taken into account;
- the development and implementation of indicators was streamlined as far as possible across national, EU, pan-European and global levels.

Each of the six expert groups met between three and five times to discuss the options for inclusion in the pan-European set, the availability of suitable data within Europe and strengths and weaknesses of the various options both individually and as part of an interlinked set. The Coordination Team developed guidance for the expert groups on evaluating and documenting candidate indicators, reviewing progress, discussing how to frame the first indicators as an interconnected set, and planning next steps. They met eight times during the period 2005 to mid-2007. Members of the Coordination Team also participated in a range of relevant stakeholder meetings. In January 2007 the Coordination Team drew up the list of 26 indicators presented in Table 2.1, to be put forward to the EU and PEBLDS for endorsement within Europe. By the end of 2007 the 26 indicators had been published in an EEA report (EEA Technical report No 11/2007). During that year work was also carried out in order to elaborate the indicators for presentation to an external audience to be ready for publication in 2008 as a set of factsheets annexed to the EC BAP midterm review. The 2007 EEA report also provided the basis for a first indicator-based assessment of Europe’s progress towards its target of halting biodiversity loss by 2010.

Box 2.1 sets out the criteria which provided the basis for the selection of the current 26 SEBI 2010 indicators. These were rigorously applied to all the proposed indicators and have proved useful in an evaluation of further indicators that have emerged,
for example, in relation to biodiversity and climate change.

2.3 The first set of indicators

The European Community’s 2006 Biodiversity Communication and Action Plan provided a detailed strategic response to accelerate progress towards the 2010 targets at Community and Member State level. Building on the conceptual framework provided by the CBD, the European Union and the Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy agreed a set of headline indicators within the focal areas of the CBD Strategic Plan 2006–2010. The CBD focal areas were:

- status and trends of the components of biological diversity (where we are now and where we may be heading);
- threats to biodiversity (the main pressures that need to be countered through policy measures and action);

Box 2.1 Criteria for selection of the proposed indicators

- Policy-relevant and meaningful: indicators should send a clear message and provide information at a level appropriate for appropriate for policy and management decision-making by assessing changes in the status of biodiversity (or pressures, responses, use or capacity), related to baselines and agreed policy targets if possible.
- Biodiversity-relevant: indicators should address key properties of biodiversity or related issues as pressures, state, impacts and responses.
- Progress towards 2010: indicators should show clear progress towards the 2010 target.
- Well founded methodology: the methodology should be clear, well defined and relatively simple. Indicators should be measurable in an accurate and affordable way, and constitute part of a sustainable monitoring system. Data should be collected using standard methods with known accuracy and precision, using determinable baselines and targets for the assessment of improvements and declines.
- Acceptance and intelligibility: the power of an indicator depends on its broad acceptance. Involvement of policy-makers as well as major stakeholders and experts in the development of an indicator is crucial.
- Routinely collected data: indicators must be based on routinely collected, clearly defined, verifiable and scientifically acceptable data.
- Cause-effect relationship: information on cause-effect relationships should be achievable and quantifiable in order to link pressures, state and response indicators. These relationship models allow scenario analysis and represent the basis of the ecosystem approach.
- Spatial coverage: indicators should ideally be pan-European and include adjacent marine areas, if and where appropriate.
- Temporal trend: indicators should show temporal trends.
- Country comparison: as far as possible, it should be possible to make valid comparisons between countries using the indicators selected.
- Sensitivity towards change: indicators should show trends and, where possible, permit distinction between human-induced and natural changes. Indicators should thus be able to detect changes in systems in timeframes and on scales that are relevant to the decisions, but also be robust enough to measure errors that do not affect interpretation.

In addition, the following criteria were used to evaluate the set as a whole:

- Representative: the set of indicators provides a representative picture of the DPSIR chain.
- Small in number: the smaller the total number of indicators, the easier it is to communicate cost-effectively to policy-makers and the public.
- Aggregation and flexibility: aggregation should be facilitated on a range of scales.
ecosystem integrity and ecosystem goods and services (functioning of ecosystems in terms of their ability to provide goods and services);

• sustainable use (specifically in relation to forestry, agriculture and fisheries);

• status of traditional knowledge, innovations and practices (this focal area was not included at the European level);

• status of access and benefit-sharing (the sharing of benefits derived from biodiversity, particularly from genetic resources);

• status of resource transfers (the extent to which society is willing to invest in biodiversity conservation (by providing financial resources).

At the European level, 'public awareness and participation' was included as an additional focal area in line with the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus Convention). This United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) convention established a number of rights of the public (individuals and their associations) with regard to the environment.

While SEBI 2010 is pan-European in scope, some of the indicators specifically link to the European Union’s policy framework that exists for EU Member States. Headline indicators are clustered under each of the focal areas. For each headline indicator one or more specific indicators were selected on the basis of rigorous and scientifically and policy robust criteria. The SEBI 2010 process and indicator set provided the best coverage possible at that time in relation to the existing information and resources in Europe. Table 2.1 presents the 26 SEBI 2010 indicators, selected according to the above criteria, within the CBD focal areas and the EU headline indicators. It can be seen that for a number of the headline indicators more than one specific indicator has been selected. For example, in order to articulate the ’Area of forest, agricultural, of fishery and aquaculture ecosystems and the sustainable management’ headline indicator, it was necessary to identify six specific indicators. However, it is impossible to measure all components of biodiversity let alone monitor their trends or to unravel their role in ecosystems or the goods and services they provide. It can therefore be seen that the set of 26 is an indication of progress to the 2010 target rather than attempting to be comprehensive.

Some indicators provide specific measurements and trends on genetic, species and ecosystem/landscape diversity, but many have a more indirect link to biodiversity. Very few were established specifically to assess biodiversity. The status indicators on species only cover birds and butterflies, since these are the only taxa/species groups for which harmonized European monitoring data are available. The inclusion of butterflies was valuable in order to meet the concern that species with a narrow niche should be represented. At the time it was recognized that wider coverage of taxa could be developed in the future.

2.4 Developments in European and global biodiversity policies towards the year 2010

In 2008, the EU Biodiversity Action Plan mid-term report (1) provided an assessment of the state of biodiversity in the EU in relation to the 2010 target (CEC, 2008). In 2010, the assessment report (2) (EC, 2010b) confirmed that the EU missed its target of halting the loss of biodiversity by 2010. For both of these reports the SEBI indicators provided a fundamental set of information. Nevertheless, the assessment reveals that significant progress had been made over the previous two years. The 2010 assessment also included facts and data on actions taken to halt biodiversity loss in the 27 EU Member States, a synthesis comparing the performance of individual Member States and an update of SEBI 2010 (EU, 2010d).

In June 2009 the Environment Council adopted conclusions on the mid-term assessment of implementing the EU Biodiversity Action Plan, highlighting the importance of strengthening the integration of biodiversity and ecosystem concerns into relevant sectoral policies and of effective implementation of existing EU policies and legislation to address the biodiversity challenge. Regarding SEBI 2010, the Council welcomed the efforts to streamline European Biodiversity Indicators through the SEBI 2010 project, but stressed that they needed to be complemented by

---

Table 2.1  SEBI 2010 indicators within CBD focal areas and EU headline indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBD focal area</th>
<th>Headline indicator</th>
<th>SEBI 2010 specific indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status and trends of the components of biological diversity</td>
<td>Trends in the abundance and distribution of selected species</td>
<td>1. Abundance and distribution of selected species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a. Birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Butterflies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in status of threatened and/or protected species</td>
<td>2. Red List Index for European species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Species of European interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends in extent of selected biomes, ecosystems and habitats</td>
<td>4. Ecosystem coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Habitats of European interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends in genetic diversity of domesticated animals, cultivated plants, and fish species of major socioeconomic importance</td>
<td>6. Livestock genetic diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage of protected areas</td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Nationally designated protected areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8. Sites designated under the EU Habitats and Birds Directives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats to biodiversity</td>
<td>Nitrogen deposition</td>
<td>9. Critical load exceedance for nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trends in invasive alien species (numbers and costs of invasive alien species)</td>
<td>10. Invasive alien species in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of climate change on biodiversity</td>
<td></td>
<td>11. Impact of climatic change on bird populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem integrity and ecosystem goods and services</td>
<td>Marine Trophic Index</td>
<td>12. Marine Trophic Index of European seas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connectivity/fragmentation of ecosystems</td>
<td>13. Fragmentation of natural and semi-natural areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14. Fragmentation of river systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water quality in aquatic ecosystems</td>
<td>15. Nutrients in transitional, coastal and marine waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16. Freshwater quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable use</td>
<td>Area of forest, agricultural, fishery and aquaculture ecosystems under sustainable management</td>
<td>17. Forest: growing stock, increment and fellings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18. Forest: deadwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19. Agriculture: nitrogen balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20. Agriculture: area under management practices potentially supporting biodiversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21. Fisheries: European commercial fish stocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22. Aquaculture: effluent water quality from finfish farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of access and benefits sharing</td>
<td>Percentage of European patent applications for inventions based on genetic resources</td>
<td>23. Ecological Footprint of European countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of resource transfers</td>
<td>Funding to biodiversity</td>
<td>24. Patent applications based on genetic resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public opinion (additional EU focal area)</td>
<td>Public awareness and participation</td>
<td>25. Financing biodiversity management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26. Public awareness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other indicators, especially indicators designed to assess progress in sectoral policies.

In its January 2010 (*) Communication, the European Commission set out possible future options for biodiversity policy in the EU for the period after 2010 (EC, 2010a). In its conclusions of 15 March (Council of the European Union, 2010a), the Environment Council agreed a new long-term vision and mid-term headline target for biodiversity in the EU for the period beyond 2010, adopting the most ambitious of the four options. The Council also further developed the EU position ahead of the international negotiations on biodiversity under the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, building on earlier conclusions on this issue that had been adopted on 22 December 2009.

In March 2010 the European Council committed to the EU post-2010 vision and target for biodiversity and underscored the urgent need to reverse continuing trends of biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation (European Council, 2010).

In October 2010, the European Parliament adopted its resolution on the EU strategic objectives for the 10th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the CBD, held in Nagoya (Japan) from 18 to 29 October 2010 (*) (European Parliament, 2010b), highlighting its concern about the absence of a sense of the urgency of halting the loss of biodiversity on the international political agenda.

At global level, the 3rd Global Biodiversity Outlook (CBD, 2010a) was published in May 2010 concluding that the 2010 target of significantly reducing the rate of biodiversity loss by 2010 had not been met and warning that the pressures on biodiversity continue to intensify.

In October 2010 the 10th meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the CBD adopted the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020 and the Aichi Targets (CBD, 2010b).

3 Learning lessons from SEBI

3.1 Review of the SEBI indicator set — strengths and weaknesses

3.1.1 Main methodological lessons

Producing the SEBI indicators involved some considerable reflections on the methodological process to be used. The identification of these issues was largely achieved by the SEBI working group on interlinkages, set up by the SEBI Coordination Team, and which worked from December 2007 to April 2009. A full report (SEBI, 2011) discussing the work of this group is available on the Biodiversity Information System for Europe (BISE) (*) and the European Biodiversity Clearing House Mechanism webpage (*).

While some of the lessons learnt are very specific to the set of targets and indicators for the original 2010 target, others can be useful if the current set of indicators is revised to be used to measure progress towards the 2020 targets in the global and the EU 2011–2020 Strategic Plans.

The key lessons learnt from the process of developing the SEBI indicators are listed below.

3.1.2 Answering the policy questions

According to the CBD (UNEP 2003 (**)), four key questions to be addressed by indicators are:

- What is changing?, 
- Why is it changing?, 
- Why is it important? and
- What are we doing about it?

No individual indicator can answer all of those questions sufficiently, but a subset of indicators could if well designed and mutually coherent. Selecting indicators should be done considering not only their individual merit but also the way they can complement each other to answer each of the policy questions.

The issue of scale is important. A lesson from SEBI as a regional level process is that as answers to the policy questions may vary greatly in different parts of Europe, a way needs to be found to show these varying trends. Two additional scales between Europe and the country level might provide the required information for policymakers and may be feasible from the perspective of financial resources and data collection, firstly according to major ecosystem type and secondly according to sub regional scales such as Mediterranean or Scandinavian.

3.1.3 Illustrating loss of biodiversity with indicators

Given the complexity of biodiversity there is no easy answer on how to illustrate the status, changes and trends in the selected components of biological diversity including the loss of biodiversity. Individual indicators provide very specific perspectives on changes in components of biodiversity at the level of ecosystems, species and genes. Very few indicators are available with good Europe-wide coverage for assessing these trends.

Many indicators selected in the SEBI set were not originally devised to measure progress towards a biodiversity target but to illustrate several types of pressures on biodiversity (for example, nitrogen balance, deadwood etc). The fact that post 2010 targets are more specific and in many cases better linked to drivers and sectors will probably make the problem of making sound conclusions based on a varied set of indicators easier to resolve.

(*** UNEP/CBD/SBSTTA/9/10.
3.1.4 Building reliable indicators and drawing sound conclusions from them

Monitoring, models, scenarios, targets, baselines and critical levels are elements supporting any indicator. In practice they are treated as separate entities because they are often developed by different people working in different fields and for different purposes (key monitoring programmes in many cases by NGOs and government agencies; models, baselines and critical levels by scientists; indicators and targets by policymakers or governmental institutions). Development and interpretation of indicators are often hampered by lack of one or more of these elements or by lack of coordination between the elements.

Monitoring is a major concern. For several indicators, the data are non-standardised or incomplete, or there is a serious lack of geographical coverage. The monitoring of the state of biodiversity is slowly improving. Threats, goods (such as fish and timber) and some responses are reasonably well-monitored as part of the well-developed socio-economic and environmental monitoring. Services are hardly monitored, partly because they are still ill-defined.

Models: Models which link indicators of threats, state, use and response have received little attention and have hardly been developed.

Targets: The 2010 target of halting biodiversity loss applies to the indicators of the state of biodiversity. Targets for pressure, goods and services and their sustainable use were lacking. The sub-targets in the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2011–2020 are more concrete and specific.

Baselines: There are various approaches to define a baseline for an indicator. A current state can be assessed by comparing it with: i) a particular reference year; or (ii) a particular reference state that is, for example, a critical value or an intact or natural state. Reference state or critical values are largely absent for most indicators in the (pre-2010) focal areas on ecosystem integrity and sustainable use.

3.1.5 Interpreting indicators — make assumptions explicit.

An indicator is defined by specific spatial and temporal scales, a baseline and an assessment principle. However, these are often not mentioned explicitly. The SEBI set contains different spatial scales, assessment principles, baselines and time ranges. Only a few critical levels are available. This may impede clear interpretation of the indicators.

The following definitions and proposals could help increase clarity for the future set of indicators to be used:

- A clear distinction should be made between assessment principles, baselines, critical levels and targets.
- An assessment principle is the basic view on which change is evaluated. The suitability of these assessment principles can be judged against a number of criteria, such as policy relevance, ease of communication, and feasibility.
- A baseline should be clearly stated. Unfortunately the baseline value is often driven by data availability.
- A critical level is a value, the exceedance of which may lead to severe changes in, for example, a population of a species or structure of an ecosystem. Examples include the level of acidity or nitrogen deposition which cannot be absorbed by a semi-natural habitat. Estimation of these values often requires additional research.
- A target is often a political choice, balancing socio-economic and ecological interests. Scientific knowledge can help to define feasible and realistic targets.
- Baselines and assessment principles for a set of indicators should be selected in advance and in a coherent way. Each indicator should be accompanied by clear documentation of how the absolute level and change, respectively, should be interpreted.

3.1.6 Cooperation with data providers and indicator updating

The first SEBI phase was dedicated to the selection of indicators, their definitions and methodologies through a process of discussion with several expert groups. The second phase was dedicated to the production of the indicators based on the work achieved during the first step. The production was supported by gaining an agreement with the data providers and then receiving the most update version of each dataset, preparing and documenting graphs illustrating each indicator.
The SEBI set of 26 indicators was implemented by producing 58 graphs published in several reports and available through the European Environment Agency’s Indicator Management System. Three different types of data sources were identified:

1. European Environment Agency;
2. European Commission and its various DGs;
3. External data held by organisations (NGOs, International institutions, Universities) collecting data as a result of different activities (monitoring schemes, research projects).

Most of the graphs were prepared by the EEA and external data holders. The European Topic Centre on Biological Diversity prepared most of the graphs based on the Commission data, with the remainder prepared by the Joint Research Centre (JRC).

As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, 40 % of the graphs produced in 2010 were based on external data sources and 45 % were produced by external organisations.

### 3.1.7 Temporal and geographic coverage of the indicators

Ideally the indicators would be used as a set to support an integrated assessment; this is easier if there is a common time coverage between all the indicators. Figure 3.3 shows that the length of the period between the first point and the last point can be very variable. Ten indicators rely on a period of 20 years, six on ten years, two on 50 years and two on a 100 years period.

While SEBI is pan-European in scope, some of the indicators specifically link to the community policy framework that exists for EU Member States. The geographic coverage of each indicator is variable. Figure 3.4 shows how many countries are covered for each indicator. The coverage area varies from five up to fifty countries.

Figure 3.5 shows how far each country is represented in each indicator. However, that does not necessarily mean each indicator exists at national level. In addition some countries may have datasets relevant for one of these indicators but if these datasets are not collected by the European data holder, this country is not included in the current version of the SEBI set. There are thus opportunities to further expand the geographic scope of the SEBI indicators.

### 3.2 SEBI 2010 input to other processes

#### 3.2.1 Support for the evaluation of the EU biodiversity and environmental policies

- SEBI indicators have been used in a variety of ways e.g. in other policy-relevant indicator sets such as the EEA core set of indicators or the Environment Policy Review to monitor progress in implementation of the EU Sixth Environment Action Programme. The European Commission used the SEBI 2010 indicator set to support its assessment of progress in implementing the Biodiversity Action Plan. The EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline is based on SEBI indicators.
Figure 3.3  Time series for each SEBI indicator

Figure 3.4  Number of countries covered by each indicator
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Figure 3.5  Representation of countries in the SEBI set

Note:  Blue: EU Member States; Orange: non-coastal EU Member States; Green: non-EU countries; Yellow: non-EU and non-coastal countries.
and methodological guidance. SEBI indicators were also used in the EEA publication series ‘10 messages for 2010’ (EEA, 2010c).

- SEBI has been presented at a number of side events (e.g. Green Week, CBD COP9, EU Council and European Parliament) and training courses have been provided in pan-Europe with the support of UNEP and EU.

- In 2008 SEBI received an award from the Spanish magazine Red Life and the Fundación Caja Rural del Sur as ‘one of 10 best ideas to save nature in 2008’.

### 3.2.2 Collaboration with global indicators, NGOs and other stakeholders

The SEBI initiative represents European biodiversity indicator work on the Steering Committee of the 2010 Biodiversity Indicators Partnership (BIP). SEBI was also a stimulus and an example to regional-regional cooperation; for example the recently launched ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) biodiversity outlook and the indicator capacity strengthening work undertaken in the BICS (Biodiversity Indicators Capacity Strengthening) Africa project.
4  The way forward

4.1 Mapping existing indicators to new targets

A review of the original SEBI indicators started in 2010 to focus on the 2020 targets. In order to ensure the maximum possible alignment of the SEBI indicator set with the new targets, SEBI Coordination Team members followed and contributed to the discussions at various relevant fora and actively participated in key scientific and policy events in 2011. These included the CBD Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group (AHTEG) on Indicators and the 15th meeting of the CBD Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice (SBSTTA).

As integration across different sectors, such as agriculture, fisheries and forestry, is essential, it was necessary to include in the mapping other relevant indicator sets, resulting from other policy processes, such as the Marine Framework Strategy Directive and the Common Monitoring Framework of the Rural Development Plans.

The results of the mapping (presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2) show that all the SEBI indicators can be used to measure progress against the six new EU Targets and the 20 Aichi Targets. Gaps have also been identified — which will need to be further considered by thematic experts.

To measure progress towards the new targets at both European and global levels, the following work will be required:

• updating existing indicators — where an existing SEBI indicator has been identified, regular updating of the indicator will be required. New data points should be added as new data become available;

• improving existing SEBI indicators — for some indicators, the methodology may need to be updated or the scope changed (e.g. increasing taxonomic or geographic coverage);

• developing new indicators — where the mapping identifies gaps consideration of how the issues could be effectively and efficiently measured is necessary (e.g. ecosystem services).

Table 4.1  EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy and relevant SEBI and other indicators

How to read the table:

The column ‘EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline’ shows which of the SEBI indicators have been included in the ‘EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline’ (EEA Technical report 12/2010) (http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/eu-2010-biodiversity-baseline).

The column ‘Headline Indicator (Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020)’ lists indicators included in the CBD SBSTTA 15 recommendation XV/1 of 11 November 2011, which are relevant to the EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy targets.

CSI: EEA Core Set Indicator (http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/#c7=all&c5=&c0=10&b_start=0&c10=CSI).


* By default, baseline refers to the years and figures of the relevant indicators published in the EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline, http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/eu-2010-biodiversity-baseline.
### Table 4.1 EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy and relevant SEBI and other indicators (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible EU indicator/sub indicator</th>
<th>Baseline year *</th>
<th>EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline</th>
<th>Headline indicator: Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2020 EU headline target:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Halting the loss of biodiversity and the degradation of ecosystem services in the EU by 2020, and restoring them in so far as feasible, while stepping up the EU contribution to averting global biodiversity loss.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target 1 Nature Conservation: Fully implement the nature directives:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To halt the deterioration in the status of all species and habitats covered by EU nature legislation and achieve a significant and measurable improvement in their status by 2020 compared to current assessments: 100 % more habitat assessments and 50 % more species assessments under the Habitats Directive show an improved conservation status and more 50 % more species assessments under the Birds Directive show a secure or improved status.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 03 Species of European interest</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in abundance, distribution and extinction risk of species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 05 Habitats of European interest</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in coverage, condition, representativeness and effectiveness of protected areas and other area-based approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target 2 Maintain and restore ecosystems and their services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By 2020, ecosystems and their services are maintained and enhanced by establishing green infrastructure and restoring at least 15 % of degraded ecosystems.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 01 Abundance and distribution of selected species</td>
<td>1980 (birds) 1990 (butterflies)</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in abundance, distribution and extinction risk of species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 04 Ecosystem coverage also: CSI 014 Land take</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in extent, condition and vulnerability of ecosystems, biomes and habitats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 07 Nationally designated protected areas</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Indicator not included</td>
<td>Trends in coverage, condition, representativeness and effectiveness of protected areas and other area-based approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 09 Critical load exceedance for nitrogen also: CSI 005 Exposure of ecosystems to acidification, eutrophication and ozone</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 11 Impact of climatic change on bird populations</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 13 Fragmentation of natural and semi-natural areas</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in extent, condition and vulnerability of ecosystems, biomes and habitats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 14 Fragmentation of river systems</td>
<td>Indicator not included</td>
<td></td>
<td>Trends in extent, condition and vulnerability of ecosystems, biomes and habitats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Possible EU indicator/sub indicator** | **Baseline year** | **EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline** | **Headline indicator:** Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020
---|---|---|---
SEBI 16 Freshwater quality  | 1992 | Indicator included | Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers
Also:  
CSI 020 Nutrients in freshwater

### Target 3 Increase the contribution of agriculture & forestry to maintaining & enhancing biodiversity

**A) Agriculture:** By 2020, maximise areas under agriculture across grasslands, arable land and permanent crops that are covered by biodiversity-related measures under the CAP so as to ensure the conservation of biodiversity and to bring about a measurable improvement in the conservation status of species and habitats that depend on or are affected by agriculture and in the provision of ecosystem services as compared to the EU2010 baseline, thus contributing to enhance sustainable management.

**B) Forests:** By 2020, forest management plans or equivalent instruments, in line with Sustainable Forest Management (SFM), are in place for all forests that are publicly owned and for forest holdings above a certain size (to be defined by the Member States or regions and communicated in their rural development programmes) that receive funding under the EU rural development policy so as to bring about a measurable improvement (*) in the conservation status of species and habitats that depend on or are affected by forestry and in the provision of related ecosystem services as compared to the EU 2010 baseline.

(*) For both targets, improvement is to be measured against the quantified enhancement targets for the conservation status of species and habitats of EU interest in Target 1 and the restoration of degraded ecosystems under Target 2.

**Indicators relevant for Target 3 A) 'Agriculture'**

**SEBI 03 Species of European interest**  | 2007 | Indicator included | Trends in abundance, distribution & extinction risk of species

**SEBI 05 Habitats of European interest**  | 2007 | Indicator included | Trends in coverage, condition, representativeness and effectiveness of protected areas and other area-based approaches

**Indicators relevant for Target 3 A) 'Agriculture'**

**SEBI 06 Livestock genetic diversity**  | 1995 | Indicator not included | Trends in genetic diversity of species

**SEBI 19 Agriculture: Nitrogen balance**  | 1985 | Indicator not included | Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture
also:  
CSI 025 Gross nutrient balance
AEI 15 Gross nitrogen balance

**SEBI 20 Agriculture: area under management practices supporting biodiversity:**  | Indicator not included | Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture

HNV farmland — also AEI 23  | 2008

Organic farming — also CSI 026, and AEI 4  | 2000

### Additional indicators: The common set of baseline, output, result and impact indicators for the rural development programmes — (Common Monitoring Framework — CMEF)
in particular related to AXIS 2

### Table 4.1 EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy and relevant SEBI and other indicators (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible EU indicator/sub indicator</th>
<th>Baseline year *</th>
<th>EU 2010 Biodiversity Baseline</th>
<th>Headline indicator: Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicators relevant for Target 3 B)'Forests'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 17 Forest: growing stock, increment and fellings</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBI 18 Forest: deadwood</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Indicator included</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional indicators: Indicators developed in the frame of the pan-European FOREST EUROPE initiative (formerly: MCPFF)

in particular indicators of: Maintenance, Conservation and Appropriate Enhancement of Biological Diversity in Forest Ecosystems (FOREST EUROPE Criterion 4) (12)

**Target 4 Ensure sustainable use of fisheries resources**

Achieve Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) by 2015. Achieve a population age and size distribution indicative of a healthy stock, through fisheries management with no significant adverse impacts on other stocks, species and ecosystems, in support of achieving Good Environmental Status by 2020, as required under the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.

| SEBI 21 Fisheries: European commercial fish stocks | 2006 | Indicator included | Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture |
| SEBI 12 Marine Trophic Index (Methodology for this indicator is currently under discussion (see Branch et al., 2010. The trophic fingerprint of marine fisheries. Nature 468, pp. 431–435)) | 1950 | Indicator included | |


**Target 5 Combat Invasive Alien Species**

By 2020, Invasive Alien Species (IAS) and their pathways are identified and prioritised, priority species are controlled or eradicated, and pathways are managed to prevent the introduction and establishment of new IAS.

| SEBI 10 Invasive alien species in Europe | 1900 | Indicator included | Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers |

**Target 6 Help avert global biodiversity loss**

By 2020, the EU has stepped up its contribution to averting global biodiversity loss

| SEBI 23 Ecological Footprint of European countries | 1961 | Indicator included | Trends in distribution, condition and sustainability of ecosystem services for equitable human well-being |

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aichi target</th>
<th>Possible CBD Headline Indicator</th>
<th>Relevant existing SEBI indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic goal A. Address the underlying causes of biodiversity loss by mainstreaming biodiversity across government and society</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. By 2020, at the latest, people are aware of the values of biodiversity and the steps they can take to conserve and use it sustainably</strong></td>
<td>Trends in awareness, attitudes and public engagement in support of biological diversity and ecosystem services</td>
<td>SEBI 26: Public awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. By 2020, at the latest, biodiversity values have been integrated into national and local development and poverty reduction strategies and planning processes and are being incorporated into nation accounting, as appropriate, and reporting systems</strong></td>
<td>Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives</td>
<td>SEBI 12: Marine Trophic Index of European seas SEBI 17: Forest: growing stock, increment and fellings SEBI 18: Forest: deadwood SEBI 19: Agriculture: nitrogen balance SEBI 20: Agriculture: area under management practices potentially supporting biodiversity (distribution of High Nature Value Farmland &amp; share of total UAA occupied by organic farming) SEBI 21: Fisheries: European commercial fish stocks (proportion of stocks within and outside safe biological limits) SEBI 22: Aquaculture: effluent water quality from finfish farms SEBI 23: Ecological footprint of EU Member States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. By 2020, at the latest, incentives, including subsidies, harmful to biodiversity are eliminated, phased out or reformed in order to minimize or avoid negative impacts and positive incentives for the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity are developed and applied, consistent and in harmony with the Convention and other relevant international obligations, taking into account national socio-economic conditions</strong></td>
<td>Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives</td>
<td>SEBI 12: Marine Trophic Index of European seas SEBI 17: Forest: growing stock, increment and fellings SEBI 18: Forest: deadwood SEBI 19: Agriculture: nitrogen balance SEBI 20: Agriculture: area under management practices potentially supporting biodiversity (distribution of High Nature Value Farmland &amp; share of total UAA occupied by organic farming) SEBI 21: Fisheries: European commercial fish stocks (proportion of stocks within and outside safe biological limits) SEBI 22: Aquaculture: effluent water quality from finfish farms SEBI 23: Ecological footprint of EU Member States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. By 2020, at the latest, Governments, business and stakeholders at all levels have taken steps to achieve or have implemented plans for sustainable production and consumption and have kept the impacts of use of natural resources well within safe ecological limits</strong></td>
<td>Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture</td>
<td>SEBI 26: Public awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aichi target</td>
<td>Possible CBD Headline Indicator</td>
<td>Relevant existing SEBI indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic Goal B. Reduce the direct pressures on biodiversity and promote sustainable use</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5. By 2020, the rate of loss of all natural habitats, including forests, is at least halved and where feasible brought close to zero, and degradation and fragmentation is significantly reduced | Trends in extent, condition and vulnerability of ecosystems | SEBI 01: Abundance and distribution of selected species  
SEBI 02: Red List Index for European species  
SEBI 03: Species of European interest  
SEBI 04: Ecosystem coverage  
SEBI 05: Habitats of European interest  
SEBI 07: Nationally designated protected areas  
SEBI 08: Sites designated under the EU Habitats and Birds Directives  
SEBI 13: Fragmentation of natural and semi-natural areas  
SEBI 14: Fragmentation of river systems *(when available)* |
| | Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture | |
| | Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers | |
| | SEBI 02: Red List Index for European marine species  
SEBI 03: Species of European interest (marine)  
SEBI 04: Ecosystem coverage (marine)  
SEBI 05: Habitats of European interest (marine)  
SEBI 07: Nationally designated protected areas (marine)  
SEBI 08: Sites designated under the EU Habitats and Birds Directives (marine)  
SEBI 12: Marine Trophic Index of European seas  
SEBI 21: Fisheries: European commercial fish stocks (proportion of stocks within and outside safe biological limits)  
SEBI 22: Aquaculture: effluent water quality from finfish farms |
| 6. By 2020, all fish and invertebrate stocks and aquatic plants are managed and harvested sustainably, legally and applying eco-system based approaches, so that overfishing is avoided, recovery plans and measures are in place for all depleted species, fisheries have no significant adverse impacts on threatened species and vulnerable ecosystems and the impacts of fisheries on stocks, species and ecosystems are within safe ecological limits | Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture | |
| | Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives | |
| | SEBI 01: Abundance and distribution of selected species  
SEBI 02: Red List Index for European species  
SEBI 03: Species of European interest  
SEBI 04: Ecosystem coverage  
SEBI 05: Habitats of European interest  
SEBI 07: Nationally designated protected areas  
SEBI 08: Sites designated under the EU Habitats and Birds Directives  
SEBI 12: Marine Trophic Index of European seas  
SEBI 13: Fragmentation of natural and semi-natural areas  
SEBI 14: Fragmentation of river systems *(when available)*  
SEBI 17: Forest: growing stock, increment and fellings  
SEBI 18: Forest: deadwood  
SEBI 19: Agriculture: nitrogen balance  
SEBI 20: Agriculture: area under management practices potentially supporting biodiversity (distribution of High Nature Value Farmland & share of total UAA occupied by organic farming)  
SEBI 21: Fisheries: European commercial fish stocks (proportion of stocks within and outside safe biological limits)  
SEBI 22: Aquaculture: effluent water quality from finfish farms |
<p>| 7. By 2020, areas under agriculture, aquaculture and forestry are managed sustainably, ensuring conservation of biodiversity | Trends in pressures from unsustainable agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aichi target</th>
<th>Possible CBD Headline Indicator</th>
<th>Relevant existing SEBI indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers</td>
<td>SEBI 09: Critical load exceedance for nitrogen &lt;br&gt;SEBI 15: Nutrients in transitional, coastal and marine waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. By 2020, invasive alien species and pathways are identified and prioritized, priority species are controlled or eradicated and measures are in place to manage pathways to prevent their introduction and establishment</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers &lt;br&gt;Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives</td>
<td>SEBI 10: Invasive alien species in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. By 2015 the multiple anthropogenic pressures on coral reefs, and other vulnerable ecosystems impacted by climate change or ocean acidification are minimized, so as to maintain their integrity and functioning</td>
<td>Trends in pressures from habitat conversion, pollution, invasive species, climate change, overexploitation and underlying drivers</td>
<td>SEBI 11: Impact of CC on bird populations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strategic goal C: To improve the status of biodiversity by safeguarding ecosystems, species and genetic diversity**

<p>| 11. By 2020, at least 17 per cent of terrestrial and inland water areas and 10 per cent of coastal and marine areas, especially areas of particular importance for biodiversity and ecosystem services, are conserved through effectively and equitably managed, ecologically representative and well-connected systems of protected areas and other effective area-based conservation measures, and integrated into the wider landscape and seascape | Trends in coverage, condition, representativeness and effectiveness of protected areas and other area-based approaches | SEBI 03: Species of European interest &lt;br&gt;SEBI 05: Habitats of European interest &lt;br&gt;SEBI 07: Nationally designated protected areas &lt;br&gt;SEBI 08: Sites designated under the EU Habitats and Birds Directives &lt;br&gt;SEBI 13: Fragmentation of natural and semi-natural areas &lt;br&gt;SEBI 14: Fragmentation of river systems (when available) |
| 12. By 2020 the extinction of known threatened species has been prevented and their conservation status, particularly of those most in decline, has been improved and sustained | Trends in abundance, distribution and extinction risk of species | SEBI 02: Red List Index for European species |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aichi target</th>
<th>Possible CBD Headline Indicator</th>
<th>Relevant existing SEBI indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13. By 2020, the genetic diversity of cultivated plants and farmed and domesticated animals and of wild relatives, including other socio-economically as well as culturally valuable species is maintained and strategies have been developed and implemented for minimizing genetic erosion and safeguarding their genetic diversity</td>
<td>Trends in genetic diversity of species, Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives</td>
<td>SEBI 06. Livestock genetic diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic goal D: Enhance the benefits to all from biodiversity and ecosystem services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. By 2020, ecosystems that provide essential services, including services related to water, and contribute to health, livelihoods and well-being, are restored and safeguarded, taking into account the needs of women, indigenous and local communities and the poor and vulnerable</td>
<td>Trends in distribution, condition and sustainability of ecosystem services for equitable human well-being</td>
<td>SEBI 12: Marine Trophic Index of European seas SEBI 13: Fragmentation of natural and semi-natural areas SEBI 14: Fragmentation of river systems (when available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. By 2020, ecosystem resilience and the contribution of biodiversity to carbon stocks has been enhanced, through conservation and restoration, including restoration of at least 15% of degraded ecosystems, thereby contributing to climate change mitigation and adaptation and to combating desertification</td>
<td>Trends in coverage, condition, representativeness and effectiveness of protected areas and other area-based approaches, Trends in distribution, condition and sustainability of ecosystem services for equitable human well-being</td>
<td>SEBI 04: Ecosystem coverage SEBI 05: Habitats of European interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. By 2015, the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization is in force and operational, consistent with national legislation</td>
<td>Trends in access and equity of benefit-sharing of genetic resources</td>
<td>SEBI 24: Patent applications based on genetic resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategic goal E: Enhance implementation through participatory planning, knowledge management and capacity-building</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. By 2015, each Party has developed, adopted as a policy instrument, and has commenced implementing, an effective, participatory and updated national biodiversity strategy and action plan</td>
<td>Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aichi target</td>
<td>Possible CBD Headline Indicator</td>
<td>Relevant existing SEBI indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. By 2020, the traditional knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, and their customary use of biological resources, are respected, subject to national legislation and relevant international obligations, and fully integrated and reflected in the implementation of the Convention with the full and effective participation of indigenous and local communities, at all relevant levels</td>
<td>Trends in integration of biodiversity, ecosystem services and benefits-sharing into planning, policy formulation and implementation and incentives</td>
<td>Trends in accessibility of scientific/technical/traditional knowledge and its application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. By 2020, knowledge, the science base and technologies relating to biodiversity, its values, functioning, status and trends, and the consequences of its loss, are improved, widely shared and transferred, and applied</td>
<td>Trends in accessibility of scientific/technical/traditional knowledge and its application</td>
<td>SEBI 25. Financing biodiversity management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. By 2020, at the latest, the mobilization of financial resources for effectively implementing the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020 from all sources and in accordance with the consolidated and agreed process in the Strategy for Resource Mobilization should increase substantially from the current levels. This target will be subject to changes contingent to resources needs assessments to be developed and reported by Parties</td>
<td>Trends in mobilisation of financial resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** More information on the global indicator framework and national implementation can be found on the Biodiversity Indicator Partnership (BIP) dedicated web site (www.bipindicators.net).
4.2 Updating, improving and developing indicators

In May 2011, the EEA circulated a questionnaire to Eionet in order to collect feedback on the impact of the SEBI process on national activity on indicators and to help identify priorities for the post-2010 period. 56 % of the 39 countries canvassed answered the questionnaire, often including detailed comments (see Annex 1).

From this questionnaire it was possible to summarise that 63 % of respondents agreed that the SEBI initiative helped them to support the development of indicators (Figure 4.1) for different reasons including helping to convince national authorities of the interest in establishing an indicator system, to develop specific indicators or to benchmark their own system. Negative answers were mainly related to already existing processes of indicators or weak information on the SEBI process. Translation into national languages could help improve the above mentioned facts.

Meanwhile 82 % estimated that the SEBI initiative supported the technical development of indicators (Figure 4.2) through exchanges with other European experts and organisations or by using methodological guidelines. It also helped to improve coherence between European and national sets.

Only 36 % of respondents agreed that SEBI helped to reinforce data collection (Figure 4.3). The main reason for this is that countries still rely on existing data sets. Respondents felt that SEBI helped to develop monitoring programmes with improved focus and efficiency.

Figure 4.1 Did the SEBI initiative help you to support the development of your national set? *

- Yes: 64 %
- No: 32 %
- Do not know: 4 %

Note: * e.g. helped to convince political or administrative level about the importance of indicators for carrying out biodiversity assessments.

Figure 4.2 Did the SEBI initiative help you to support any technical developments? *

- Yes: 82 %
- No: 18 %
- Do not know: 0 %

Note: * i.e. definition of the national set, methodological guidelines,…

Figure 4.3 Did the SEBI initiative help you to support reinforcing biodiversity data collection?

- Yes: 36 %
- No: 59 %
- Do not know: 5 %
Responses from the country consultation suggested that indicators linked to sectors must be reinforced and the geographical coverage must be enlarged. Several countries had more specific suggestions such as the inclusion of an indicator on plant species abundance. On the SEBI process, dissemination of SEBI findings is considered as the most important priority, followed by a reinforcement of the stakeholders’ involvement (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5 and Annex 1).

**Figure 4.4** In your opinion, what should be the priorities in the post-2010 phase of SEBI for the indicator set?

![Priority Chart for Indicator Set]

**Figure 4.5** In your opinion, what should be the priorities in the post-2010 phase of SEBI for the SEBI process?

![Priority Chart for SEBI Process]
The SEBI process represents seven years of cooperation at the pan-European level between a number of key players. Its governance, development processes and outcomes are an excellent example of a combined regional effort. Much effort went into bringing partners together, developing a jointly agreed set of indicators, for use at the highest policy level in Europe, and communicating the efforts and the outcomes in a variety of ways.

Key strengths of SEBI have been:

- mobilising existing data and expertise;
- developing a stakeholder process to identify policy-relevant biodiversity indicators;
- links to and anchoring in national, EU, pan-European and global processes;
- streamlining the process of biodiversity indicator development and reporting at several levels, therefore reducing (national) efforts and workload for contributions to international indicator initiatives and reporting requirements;
- links to networks of experts across Europe.

This report draws lessons from the processes that could assist those involved in further improving indicators for measuring European progress towards the new global, pan-European, and EU biodiversity targets. This phase of indicator development will be defined by recent policy developments, such as the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020, the EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy and the Pan-European 2020 Biodiversity Strategy. At EU level the Common Implementation Framework (CIF) for the EU 2020 Biodiversity Strategy shapes the context for further updating and development of the SEBI indicator set.

With the EEA and the European Commission’s Directorate General for Environment as key drivers of the SEBI process, and the European Parliament in its resolution of 20 April 2012 calling for development of reliable indicators of environmental sustainability, the SEBI process is ready to be more firmly embedded in the CIF as the key tool to monitor progress in achieving the 2020 target.

CBD COP decision X/2, requests Parties to report on progress towards the Aichi targets through their fifth national reports in 2014. The SEBI indicators offer an opportunity to support work to coordinate and consolidate a coherent set of indicators for measuring progress and reporting on the new global and European biodiversity targets, thereby creating streamlined reports between EU Member States and non-EU European countries.

In this respect SEBI’s future efforts should work towards the development of new indicators and the alignment of the new set with the CBD structure of headline indicators and targets. This would support countries in the production of a workable set of indicators that matches both the EU biodiversity targets and the CBD flexible indicator framework that is developed in follow up of adopting the Aichi targets (UNEP, 2011; see Tables 4.1 and 4.2) and filling in identified gaps.

Close linkages with other EU environmental policies such as the Common Agricultural Policy, Marine Strategy Framework Directive and the Water Framework Directive as well as policies related to Invasive Alien Species, forestry and other sectors should be made and the use of indicators reported under those processes should be encouraged.

In conclusion, the SEBI process and brand should continue to be used to further reap the benefits of its experience and further develop the indicator set — the key toolbox — for monitoring progress in halting biodiversity loss and restoring ecosystem services in the years to come.


Annex 1  Eionet consultation on SEBI process

Eionet consultation on SEBI process: outcomes, lessons learnt and future challenges (May 2011), number of respondents: 22 countries

Question 1

Did the SEBI initiative help you to support the development of your national set?

Selected answers

- [Belgium — Flanders] The SEBI initiative came for Flanders at the perfect moment. It provided INBO, the Flemish Research Institute of Nature and Forest, with a framework to benchmark our own set of policy indicators that had been created in 2003. It also helped to structure the communication with policy agencies such as the Agency of Nature and Forest, and the Department of Environment, Nature and Energy, in developing and modifying indicators for the Environmental Policy Plan (MINA-plan), the Flemish Regional Indicators (VRIND), and other policy processes.

- [Cyprus] Yes, the SEBI initiative helped us in developing our national set. The indicators developed by SEBI were used for the establishment of the Natura 2000 in Cyprus resulting in 40 sites being included in the Network as SCI sites (Habitats Directive) and 29 as SPA (Birds Directive).

- In addition, through the Rural Development Plan 2007–2013 the Ministry, with the support of BirdLife Cyprus, carried out a survey on the Farmland Bird Indicator, using the information available from SEBI.

- As a general comment we could say that even though the indicators are not yet broadly used, the positive messages coming out from initiatives such as SEBI help the competent authorities in dealing with nature conservation to establish their own system on biodiversity indicators.

- [Czech Republic] The SEBI 2010 biodiversity indicator set was used for producing a comprehensive national study entitled 'Report on Implementing the 2010 Biodiversity Conservation Target in the Czech Republic', by the Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic in late 2010. Within the report, 24 SEBI 2010 indicators were applied. In total, the report was prepared by 27 experts from the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, universities, research institutes, NGOs and the Agency for Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection of the Czech Republic.

- [Denmark] The SEBI initiative was one convincing reason to establish a national indicator system as part of the National Strategy on Biological Diversity. In general SEBI indicators were used as a model to develop some national indicators. The existence of SEBI provided weight to the argument to develop a national indicator as regards the conservation status of habitats and various species. Stakeholders can influence the dissemination of information as regards the indicators.

- [The Netherlands] Most of the indicators had already been available in the Netherlands. SEBI helped to develop them into a core set that is internationally shared. The indicator developed for genetic diversity is a major step forward and could be most promising in the future.

- [Norway] Yes. SEBI was a very useful framework for our work and provided real professional focus and inspiration. SEBI made it possible to communicate easier with high level political and ministerial contacts as well as other sectors.

- [Slovenia] We had already established a national set of indicators. Our national indicator set partly coincides with SEBI set — some indicators are the same, but most indicators are similar.
**Question 2**

*Did the SEBI initiative help you to support any technical developments?*

Selected answers

- **[Belgium – Flanders]** By 2003 INBO had already developed several indicators in order to evaluate the present state of nature in Flanders, in cooperation with the Agency for Nature and Forest, the Department of Environment, Nature and Energy and the Study Unit of the Flemish Government. Since 2006 this report contains 21 biodiversity indicators which give the closest interpretation of the 26 European biodiversity indicators. In the near future these indicators will be modified so they will correspond to the SEBI definition.

- **[Switzerland]** Yes. The collaboration in working groups was very fruitful, as information from the European context and other national experiences could be accessed.

- **[Denmark]** Primarily by providing the headline indicators. In some cases the methodology was also useful and the technical report was certainly helpful in shaping the existing mindset. We had to gather data nationally and in addition had to build an entire indicator set from scratch using available data from existing indicators.

- **[Norway]** Yes, or partly. Norway has, during this period, developed the bird index and a Norwegian Nature Index. This was in part possible due to the development of the Strategic Plan and its biodiversity indicators.

- **[United Kingdom]** Developments in the United Kingdom were informed by the SEBI work, and vice-versa, as UK took part in most of the technical working groups and the Coordination Team. The UK indicators were first published in 2007, and have been published annually thereafter.

**Question 3**

*Did the SEBI initiative help you to support reinforcing biodiversity data collection?*

Selected answers

- **[Belgium – Flanders]** Certainly as the process underlined the crucial role the collection of data on biodiversity represents for the country, in order to have reliable and updated information on species, habitats and ecosystems.

- **[Switzerland]** Although biodiversity data collection started before the SEBI initiative, this initiative stimulated data collection to develop new indicators, corresponding to the SEBI definition. In addition, SEBI stimulated data collection harmonisation. With regard to indicators that refer to policy output we can stress the importance of biodiversity data to our data providers.

- **[Cyprus]** Yes, SEBI supported us in reinforcing our biodiversity data collection. SEBI supported Cyprus in completing a flora data book. Relevant departments from the Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environment are collecting data such as water indicators (chemical and ecological) and climate change indicators. A biodiversity data collection exists via some management plans arising from the Natura 2000 areas. The SEBI initiative is certainly considered a valuable tool.

- **[The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia]** It has contributed towards a monitoring program which will allow for efficient collection of data, through a methodology for measurement, observation, assessment and control of the state of species, habitats, types of habitats, environmentally significant areas, ecosystems, landscape types, monitoring and assessment of geological values and monitoring of the state of natural heritage.

- **[Slovenia]** Unfortunately at the moment data collection is not strictly connected to the implementation of indicators. In general data is gathered from many different and scattered sources.

- **[United Kingdom]** The indicators are based on data collection at national or subnational level with the driver for the indicators being CBD rather than SEBI.
**Question 4**

*In your opinion, what should be the priorities in the post-2010 phase of SEBI for the indicator set?*

**Selected answers**

- [Croatia] Indicators have to be refined in order to be easily defined and assessed.
- [Czech Republic] Review the indicator set in relation to the Aichi-targets: can the main targets of the mission for 2020 be assessed with the SEBI set?
- [Denmark] Improve discussions focussing on any uncertainties linked with the indicators.
- [Italy] Incorporating ecosystem services and biodiversity based indicators into all other economic sectors is a key tool for moving towards post 2010 targets.
- [Croatia] Support countries that do not implement SEBI indicators at a national level.
- [Ireland] SEBI could be used to refine an existing world database on ecosystem services indictors.
- [Italy] Stimulating and assisting more countries to carry out indicator activities, with guidelines, workshops and handbooks.
- [Estonia] A sectoral approach is important because the indicators proposed in the SEBI 2010 process allow for more efficiency in benchmarking, data collection and efficient assessments.
- [The Netherlands] The SEBI set has a wide range of information. Reinforcing the set is more important then extending the set.
- [Poland] Aligning the indicator set to new EU biodiversity targets.
- [United Kingdom] Need to start with an analysis of why the indicators have the geographic coverage they do. Expanding coverage is likely to need different approaches for different indicators.

**Question 5**

*In your opinion, what should be the priorities in the post-2010 phase of SEBI for the SEBI process?*

- [Albania] National and regional activities need to be developed quickly in order to provide adequate and up to date messages.
- [Cyprus] Involve stakeholders in the management and decision making process in order to have effective/positive results about biodiversity targets.
- [Czech Republic] The governments should participate in the process at the very beginning, to allow for them to considering their involvement as integral to SEBI rather than the project being uniquely and formally linked to Brussels and Copenhagen.
- [Estonia] Providing regular and up to date information and offering participation in various SEBI activities, from testing the outputs of the process at different stages to supplying reliable and checked data.
- [Finland] It is very important that SEBI findings and post 2010 indicators that are related to strategic targets will be disseminated throughout the environmental sector.
- [France] Work to develop indicators based on themes familiar to the public.
- [Poland] Publish promotional materials, organise workshops and make the results of the process as accessible to the public as is possible.
- [Serbia] Stakeholders can influence the dissemination of information on indicators and also can engage others in achieving better results.
- [Slovakia] The key audience for SEBI is policy makers, not the general public.
- [United Kingdom] Use stakeholders to develop the indicators — but in a very interactive workshop way, not in formal meetings with lots of presentations. Consider language issues and perhaps provide translation.
Annex 2  SEBI 2010 publications and communication activities

2007


2009

- The first assessment of progress towards the 2010 targets based on the SEBI 2010 indicators was published in 2009 (EEA, 2009a), available at http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/progress-towards-the-european-2010-biodiversity-target. This report supported the message from the former European Commissioner for Environment, Mr Stavros Dimas, at the European Commission Conference on Biodiversity Protection – Beyond 2010 (Priorities and options for future EU Policy) held in Athens in April 2009 who acknowledged that the European target of halting the loss of biodiversity across the continent by 2010 would not be met.

- SEBI 2010 indicator fact sheets were also published in 2009 (EEA, 2009b), each containing short assessments for each indicator. These are available at: http://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/progress-towards-the-european-2010-biodiversity-target-indicator-fact-sheets.

- A logo was adopted in order to support the communication on SEBI.
2010

• In 2010 the SEBI indicators were made available on-line through the EEA Indicators Management System (IMS). This was part of the launch of the EEA managed European Biodiversity Data Centre accessible at: http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/biodiversity/dc and of the Biodiversity Information System for Europe – BISE http://biodiversity.europa.eu/


Annex 3  List of SEBI working groups and experts

**SEBI 2010 Phase 1: 2005–2007**

The Coordination Team, initially established in January 2005, consisted of a representative of the EEA, covering EU/EEA countries; of ECNC, covering other PEBLDS countries and of UNEP-WCMC, covering links to the global/CBD activities.

During 2005, the Team was expanded to include (initially informally, eventually more formally) the coordinators and chairs of the six Phase 1 Expert Groups plus representatives of DG ENV, PEBLDS joint secretariat and the Czech Republic (as lead country for the PEBLDS action plan on biodiversity indicators):


**Chairs and coordinators of the Working Groups active during the period 2005–2007**

**Expert Group 1:**
Coordinator — Sophie Condé (ETC-BD), Chair — James Williams (Joint Nature Conservation Committee, United Kingdom, ETC-BD).

**Expert Group 2:**
Coordinator — Rania Spyropoulou (EEA), Chair — Laurent Duhautois (France).

**Expert Group 3:**
Coordinator — Dominique Richard (ETC-BD), Chair — Ulla Pinborg (Denmark).

**Expert Group 4:**
Coordinator — Ben Delbaere (ECNC), Chair — Simon Bareham (Countryside Council for Wales, United Kingdom, ETC-BD).

**Expert Group 5:**
Coordinator — Tor-Björn Larsson (EEA), Chair — Snorri Baldursson (Iceland).

**Expert Group 6:**
Coordinator — Ivonne Higuero (PEBLDS), Chair — Ben ten Brink (the Netherlands).

Members of the Expert Groups are listed below:

**EG 1**
Edmund McManus, (formerly) UNEP-WCMC, now CEFAS (United Kingdom),
Svetozar Petkovski, BIOECO (FYR of Macedonia),
Didier Pont, National Centre for Scientific Research (France),
Liutauras Raudonikis, Institute of Ecology of Vilnius (Lithuania),
Angelika Rubin, European Commission DG Environment,
Norber Sauberer, Umweltbundesamt (Austria),
Andrej Saxa, State Nature Conservancy (Slovakia),
Larry Speers, GBIF,
Andreas Streit, UNEP/EUROBATS,
Andrew Terry, IUCN - The World Conservation Union,
Dace Vainauska, Environment Agency (Latvia),
Chris van Swaay, Butterfly Conservation Europe BCEO/Dutch Butterfly Conservation,
Ildikó Varga, Ministry of Environment and Water (Hungary),
Adrian Zangger, BDM Coordination Office (Switzerland),
Hanno Zingel, Environment Information Centre (Estonia).

**EG 2**

Danial Baláž, State Nature Conservancy (Slovakia),
Pavla Bortlova, European Landowners Association,
Irene Bouwma, Centre for Geo-Information (the Netherlands),
Robertina Brajanoska, Ministry of environment and physical planning (FYR of Macedonia),
Geert De Blust, ECOLAND Institute of Nature Conservation (Belgium),
Ellen Dieme, Wetlands International,
Edward Mackay, Scottish Natural Heritage (United Kingdom),
Ásrún Elmarsdóttir, Institute of Natural History (Iceland),
Franz Essl, Umweltbundesamt (Austria),
Christine Estreguil, Joint Research Centre,
Livia Ksnè, Ministry of Environment and Water (Hungary),
Georg Frank, BFW (Austria),
Lauri Klein, Environment Information Centre (Estonia),
Marco Marchetti, AIF-UNIMOL,
Irina Merzlyakova, Biodiversity Conservation Centre (Russia),
Tine Nielsen Skafte, Forest and Nature Agency (Denmark),
Bruno Petriccione, National Forest Service (Italy),
Pavol Polák, State Nature Conservancy (Slovakia),
Radoslav Stanchev, Executive Environment Agency (Bulgaria),
Jesus San Miguel Ayanz, Joint Research Centre,
Duncan Stone, Scottish Natural Heritage (United Kingdom),
Jo van Brusselen, European Forest Institute,
Joost Van der Velde, European Commission DG Environment,
Peter Veen, Royal Dutch Society for Nature Conservation,
Peter Vogt, Joint Research Centre,
Jean-Louis Weber, EEA.

**Ad hoc invited marine experts**

Antti Räike, Ministry of Environment (Finland),
Beate Werner, EEA,
Christoffer Bostroem, Åbo Akademi University (Finland),
Corinna Ravilious, UNEP-WCMC,
Eva Gelabert, EEA,
Graham Saunders, Scottish Natural Heritage (United Kingdom),
Harald Aasmus, Alfred Wegener Institute (Germany),
Hermann Backer, HELCOM (Finland),
Ian Payne, MRAG (United Kingdom),
John Pinnegar, CEFAS (United Kingdom),
Jørgen Nørrevang Jensen, ICES,
Leonardo Tunesi, ICRAM,
Lobna Ben Nakhla, UNEP,
Panagiotis Panagiotidis, National Centre for Marine Research,
Reg Watson, UBC Fisheries Centre, Aquatic Ecosystems Research Laboratory (Canada),
Sabine Christiansen, WWF,
Wolfram Schrimph, Joint Research Centre.

**EG 3**

Sreten Andonov, Faculty of Agriculture and Food Science (FYR of Macedonia),
Bart Barten, FAO,
Frank Begemann, Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaft und Ernährung (Germany),
Eleonore Charvolin, Bureau des Resources Génétiques (France),
Sónia Dias, Bioversity International,
Brian Ford-Lloyd, School of Biosciences, University of Birmingham, (United Kingdom)
Samy Gaiji, Bioversity International,
Sipke-Joost Hiemstra, Centre for Genetic Resources Wageningen University (the Netherlands),
Nigel Maxted, School of Biosciences University of Birmingham (United Kingdom),
Dominique Planchenua, Bureau des Resources Génétiques (France),
Dimitri Politov, Academy of Sciences (Russia),
Giovanni Giuseppe Vendramin, Plant Genetic Institute (Italy).
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EG 4
Sergey Alexandr Blagodatsky, Academy of Science (Russia),
Albert Bleeker, Energy Research Centre for the Netherlands,
Etienne Dambrine, National Institute for Agricultural Research (France),
Thomas Dirnboeck, Umweltbundesamt (Austria),
Alan Feest, WEMRC Bristol University, (United Kingdom),
Maarten Hens, Institute for Nature Conservation (Belgium),
Ljubcho Melovski, Institute of Biology (FYR of Macedonia),
Michel Sponar, European Commission, DG Environment,
Mark Sutton, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (United Kingdom),
Arjen van Hinsberg, Environmental Assessment Agency (the Netherlands).

EG 5
Alicia Acosta, Agency for Environmental Protection and Technical Services (Italy),
Laura Celesti-Grapow, University of Rome (Italy),
Andras Demeter, European Commission, DG Environment,
Yury Dgebuadze, Academy of Science (Russia),
Ema Gojdicova, Nature Conservancy (Slovakia),
Philip Hulme, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (United Kingdom),
Melanie Josefsson, Environmental Protection Agency (Sweden),
Kaarina Kauhala, Game and Fisheries Research Institute (Finland),
Martin Krivanek, Academy of Science (Czech Republic),
Grégory Mahy, Gembloux Agricultural University (Belgium),
Ian McLean, Joint Nature Conservation Committee, (United Kingdom),
Serge Muller, University of Metz (France),
Wolfgang Rabitsch, Umweltbundesamt (Austria),
Jose M. Rico, Universidad de Oviedo (Spain),
Hans Erik Svart, Forest and Nature Agency (Denmark),
Vladimir Vladimirov, Institute of Botany (Bulgaria),
Argyro Zenetos, Hellenic Centre for Marine Research (Greece).

EG 6
Marie Belling, European Landowners Association,
Robin du Parc, European Landowners Association,
Myriam Dumortier, Institute for Nature Conservation (Belgium),
Anders Hildingsson, National Board of Forestry (Sweden),
Stefanie Linser, Umweltbundesamt (Austria),
Linas Ložys, Institute of Ecology (Lithuania),
Leticia Martinez-Aguilar, European Commission, DG Fisheries,
Carlos Martin-Novella, Ministerio de Medio Ambiente (Spain),
Roman Michalak, Liaison Unit of the Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Europe,
Maria Luisa Paracchini, Joint Research Centre,
Jari Parviainen, Forest Research Institute (Finland),
Jan-Erik Petersen, EEA, Claudio Piccini, Agency for Environmental Protection and Technical Services (Italy),
Pasi Rautio, European Commission, DG Environment,
Ieva Ruchevska, UNEP, Andrej A. Sirin, Academy of Science (Russia),
Nikos Streftaris, Hellenic Centre for Marine Research (Greece),
Katja Troeltzsch, European Forest Institute, Gerard Van Dijk, Ministry of Agriculture (the Netherlands).

In addition to EG members, the following people contributed through participation in the November 2006 workshop:

Ari-Pekka Auvinen, Ministry of Environment (Finland),
Françoise Breton, European Topic Centre on Terrestrial Environment,
Zoe Cokeliss, UNEP-WCMC,
Christophe Derzelle, European Commission, DG Agriculture,
Gorm Dige, EEA,
Lars Gaudal, University of Copenhagen (Denmark),
Roy Haines Young, Nottingham University (United Kingdom),
Joerg Hoffman, Agricultural Research Centre (Germany),
Robert Hoft, UNEP-SCBD,
Ludo Holsbeek, EEA Management Board,
Ybele Hoogeveen, EEA,
Justin Kitzes, Global Footprint Network,
Laure Ledoux, Eurostat,
Els Martens, Agency for Nature and Forests, Flemish Government,
Mark Marissink, Environmental Protection Agency (Sweden),
Pierre Nadin, Eurostat,
Szabolcs Nagy, Wetlands International,
Jos Noteboom, Environment Assessment Agency (the Netherlands),
Tore Opdahl, Directorate for Nature Management (Norway),
Július Oszlániyi, EEA Scientific Committee,
Stefan Schröder, Agency for Agriculture and Food (Germany),
Hélène Souan, Ministry of Ecology (France),
Andrew Stott, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (United Kingdom),
Beatriz Torres, GBIF, Angheluta Vadineanu, National University Research Council (Romania),
Jelle van Minnen, European Topic Centre on Air and Climate Change,
Eva Viestova, European Commission DG Environment.

SEBI 2010 Phase 2: end of 2007 until mid-2012

During the second phase of SEBI 2010 (end of 2007 until mid-2012), the composition of the SEBI 2010 Coordination Team was as follows:

- Gordon McInnes, Ivone Pereira Martins, Frederik Schutyser, Katarzyna Biala (European Environment Agency)
- Anne Teller (European Commission);
- Ivonne Higuero, Thierry Lucas (Joint Secretariat of the Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy (PEBLDS));
- Damon Stanwell-Smith/Matt Walpole (United Nations Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC)),
- Jan Plesnik (the Czech Republic),
- Chairs and coordinators of the Phase 2 working groups.

Chairs and coordinators of the Working Groups

WG1 interlinkages between indicators — coordinator: Sophie Condé (MNHN-ETC/BD), chair: Ben ten Brink (PBL);

WG2 climate change and biodiversity — coordinator: Dominique Richard (MNHN-ETC/BD), chair: Snorri Balđursson (Icelandic Institute of Natural History);

WG3 communication — coordinator: Lawrence Jones-Walters (ECNC-ETC/BD), chair: James Williams (JNCC-ETC/BD).

All experts that participated in the SEBI 2010 process were invited to comment on draft SEBI 2010 reports.

The following experts participated in the work of the SEBI 2010 Working Groups during the second phase of SEBI 2010:

**WG1 interlinkages between indicators**


**Correspondents**

Ingeborg Fiala, Ministry of Agriculture, forestry, environment and water management (Austria), Maria Luisa Paracchini, Joint Research Centre, Jari Parviainen, Metla (Finland), Claudio Piccini, Agency for protection of the environment and technical services (APAT), Tania Runge, COPA-COGECA, Stefan Schröder, Federal Agency for Agriculture and Food (Germany), Ludvik Škapec, Agency for Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection (Czech Republic), Radoslav Stanchev, Executive Environment Agency (Bulgaria), Inger Weidema, Danish agency for spatial and environmental planning.

**WG2 climate change and biodiversity**

Rob Alkemade, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency (MNP),
Mar Cabeza, University of Helsinki, (Finland)
Pieter De Corte, European Landowners Org (ELO),
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Rainer Droeschmeister, Federal agency for nature conservation (Germany),
Ema Gojdičová, State Nature Conservancy (Slovakia),
Georg Grabherr, University of Vienna, (Austria)
Richard Gregory, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,
Maarten Hens, Research Institute for Nature and Forest (INBO) (Belgium),
Ola Inghe, Swedish Environment Protection Agency,
Romain Julliard, Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle (France),
Nick King, GBIF,
Else Løbersli, Directorate for Nature Management (Norway),
Anna Maria Mikkelsen, Danish agency for spatial and environmental planning,
Alison Cambell, UNEP-WCMC,
Josef Settele, UFZ-Helmholtz-Centre for Environmental Research,
Terry Parr, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology,
Harald Fauli, University of Vienna,
Bruno Petriccione, Italian forest service,
Jan Pretel, Czech Hydrometeorological Institute,
Deborah Proctor, JNCC,
Claire Vos, Wageningen University (WUR),
Chris van Swaay, Dutch Butterfly Conservation.

**WG3 communication**

Amor Torre-Marín, ECNC - ETC/BD,
Robertina Brajanoska, Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning (Macedonia),
Dameski Slavko, National Park Pelister,
Ingeborg Fiala, Ministry of Agriculture, forestry, environment and water management (Austria),
Wiebke Herding, IUCN Regional Office for Europe/Countdown 2010,
Herlinde Herpoel, Birdlife International,
Gülcin Karadeniz, EEA,
Jan Plesnik, Agency for Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection (Czech Republic),
Ala Rotaru, Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources (Moldova),
Adrian Zangger, Biodiversity Monitoring (BDM) Coordination Office (Switzerland).

**Correspondents**

Suzanne Kolare, Swedish EPA,
Tore Opdahl, Directorate for Nature Management (Norway),
Martin Sharman, European Commission DG Research,
Susanne, Wegefelt, European Commission DG Environment.

Anna Alonzi, Agency for protection of the environment and technical services (APAT),
Arianna Aradis, Agency for protection of the environment and technical services (APAT),
Thomas Dirnböck, Federal Environment Agency (Austria),
Johanna Fintling, Swedish Federation of Forest Owners,
Valeria Giacanelli, Agency for protection of the environment and technical services (APAT),
Andrea Graham, National Farmers Union (United Kingdom),
Jörg Hoffmann, Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection (Germany),
Nevena Ivanova, Executive Environment Agency (Bulgaria),
Carolina Lasén Díaz, Council of Europe,
Marco Marchetti, University of Molise,
Yves de Soyes, IUCN - The World Conservation Union,
Leonardo Tunesi, ICRAM,
Karin Zaunberger, European Commission DG Environment.
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